Foot-ball Notes.

Harvard defeated Dartmouth, 70 to 0, in 30 minutes last Saturday. This was worse than she defeated us, even in our most unfortunate game.

Williams defeated Tufts, 61 to 0, in their first championship game this year.

Amherst defeated Williams, 6 to 4, at Amherst last Saturday. The game was played under protest by Williams, on account of the referee, C. H. Watson, of the Amherst Agricultural College, Williams having demanded a Wesleyan, Yale, or Harvard man. The Williams men claim that three touchdowns were disallowed by the referee, thus giving Amherst the victory. It seems that we are not the only ones to complain of unfair refereeing.

In a recent game with Wesleyan, Yale made the largest score ever made in a championship game,—136 to 0.

The Technology eleven will, doubtless, see the necessity of providing for an impartial referee previous to a game hereafter, and can only blame themselves for accepting a man as much interested in the result as the manager of the opposing eleven.—Boston Sunday Herald.

The refereeing in the Dartmouth game last Friday, was the most one-sided affair that it has been the Techs misfortune to tackle this year, although they had it pretty rough at Andover. The referee, who, by the way, is the manager of the Dartmouth eleven, not only demonstrated his entire ignorance of the game, but by his one-sided decisions deprived the game of a great deal of the interest that such an otherwise even contest should have commanded. Leaving his decisions in the center of the field alone, he twice denied safeties which should have scored points for the Techs, and overlooked, as beneath notice, such a trifling matter as passing the ball forward fifteen yards. His decision disqualifying Taintor, was perhaps one of his worst. He was heard after the game by two of the Tech editors to say, “To the best of my ability, I disqualified the man whom I thought was to blame. If he did not know, he had no business to dis-

Harvard vs. Technology.

The foot-ball team, with four of the regular men's places filled by substitutes, went out to Cambridge, Oct. 20th, and were beaten 59 to 0. Ladd acted as temporary captain, and some of the men played their positions for the first time. It was found impossible to hold the Harvard rushers with our light men, and they made a series of touchdowns and goals which made the score 53 to 0 at the end of the first half. For Harvard, Jones, Harding, Porter, and Faulkner did the best work. For the Tech, Ladd and Tracy tackled well, and Goodhue made some brilliant catches.

In the second half, which was limited to fifteen minutes, on account of the darkness, Harvard only succeeded in getting a touchdown and goal.